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What are rituals?
Rituals are a sequence of 
activities involving gestures, 
words, and objects, that we do in 
fixed patterns or routines that we 
perform according to a set 
sequence. Sometimes we do 
these patterns without even 
realising, for example, saying 
‘bless you’ after someone 
sneezes. 
 
Stereotypically, rituals are 
normally associated to do with 

religion, for example, praying, 
going to church on a Sunday and 
being Christened/ Baptized. 
However, they can also being 
simple gestures such as shaking 
a persons hand when you meet 
them or saying ‘hello’ when you 
see somebody you know.



Firstly, the cast go through the audi-
tions and then after a week or so they 
announce the principal roles. Then 
they go through rehearsals which 
consists of them learning their lines, 
the songs and dance routines. There 
are many people behind the scenes 
which have to design costumes, build 
the set, and organise hair, make up, 
lighting and sound.

Another part of pantomime rituals 
include the ones which happen on 
stage, such as the specific roles 
which are always included in a show. 
For example, the dame, which is the 
male who dresses up as the female, 
the principal girl, the principal boy, 
which is played by a female, the com-
edy duo, the fairy, who is often the 
narrator and then the villain.

Finally, there are some lines that are 
always used in pantomimes, such as, 
at the end of the show there are the 
rhyming couplets which always end 
with “that is thanks for coming, and 
we’ll see you all next year”. Also lines 
such as, “they’re behind you”, “oh no 
it isn’t”, “oh yes it is” are always used 
in pantomimes, as well as the ‘Benny 
Hill chase’ scene. 

How are pantomimes realistic? 
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